
   Relaunch Strategy Plan  
SideNote Safe Practices 

 

Humans First 
At SideNote Theatre, we have a  
“humans-first” policy, which means  
we will always imbed the health and  
wellness of our designers, patrons,  
sponsors, charities, and their families  
into the business practices of our company  
operations.  

Health and Wellness is a Right 
On top of the outlined additional COVID-safe measures we are implementing at the moment, 
SideNote Theatre promises the following consistent and ongoing priorities within our 
organization:  

Personnel 
FIRST-AID Certified Designers 
MENTAL WELLNESS Trained Designers 
TECH SAFE Certified Designers 
Music, Dance, Acting, Intimacy, and Combat Educated Designers  
Emergency Contact Designer on each Team 
Actor Representative in each Cast 

Materials 
FIRST AID Packages 
ON-SITE Wellness Packages  
WEATHER Preparedness Packages 

Plans 
PIVOT PLANS (detailed outlines for each show on how to adapt the production delivery model) 
COVID CONTINGENCIES (additional Designers in place to step in if another Designer or their 
family member becomes ill) 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (learning resources and opportunities offered to our 
Designers throughout our season) 



 

Additional COVID Measures 

SANITARY PROTOCOLS for INDOOR REHEARSALS  

ALL 
-SideNote will host a Safety Practices Seminar on the first day of every production for the whole 
Designer team 
-prior to rehearsals beginning, SideNote will confirm that each Designer is not exhibiting signs 
of illness (including cough, fever, runny nose), has not travelled outside of the country in the 
previous 14 days, and does not know any persons who have or have had COVID-19 
-SideNote will arrive 30 minutes prior to rehearsals to sanitize door handles, tables and chairs, 
and other rehearsal materials 
-SideNote will distribute individual, labeled, sanitized script/score texts printed for each 
Designer prior to rehearsals beginning and keep them in sealed containers between rehearsals 
-Designers will arrive no earlier that 15 minutes prior to rehearsal 
-Designers will be masked indoors at all times 
-Designers will sanitize their hands each time they enter the rehearsal space 
-Design teams will be limited to ten people for the 20/21 Season and they will follow social 
distancing protocols 
-Designers will remain in their rehearsal space at all times; rehearsals will be shorter to 
accommodate human needs 
-longer rehearsals that are conversationally focused will be held over Zoom  
-Designers will sanitize their work spaces before exiting the rehearsal space 
-SideNote will sanitize all surfaces prior to leaving the rehearsal space 

MUSICALS 
-when singing, the actors must switch to singer-safe masks, provided by SideNote 
Theatre, and face the walls of the rehearsal studios 
-SideNote will wipe down each wall the singers face at the conclusion of music 
rehearsals 
-SideNote will provide plastic water bottles, labeled for each Designer 

PHYSICAL/DANCE THEATRE 
-Designers will be required to practice appropriate hygiene measures prior to every rehearsal 
(showering, clean athletic wear, unscented self-care products) 
-when in close contact, Designers will wear gloves, provided by SideNote Theatre 
-SideNote will provide plastic water bottles, labeled for each Designer 
-Designers will be required to bring towels to each rehearsal to limit the transference of sweat 
*there will be no human contact in any of our combat, dance, or intimate productions until 
further notice, but creative designs will be in place to create the illusion of close physical contact 
for our audiences 



 
The most important priority at SideNote Theatre is to have healthy and happy humans creating, 
performing, and attending our productions. We are certain that the measures we have outlined 

here are in our Designer and patrons best interests and we are always looking for ways to 
improve our protocols.  

If you have any questions about the measures outlined above, please reach out or visit our 
website for more information.  

www.sidenotetheatre.com

sidenotetheatre@gmail.com

1 (403) 651-1995
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